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Celestia ludenberg death gif

This article was the featured article for July 2017 Illustration Sprite Anime Celestia LudenbergCelestia Ludenberck * CelesteQueen by LiarsTaeko Yasuhiro (Real Name) セ (Celes)安広 多恵 (Real Name) Ultimate GamblerSuper High School Level player * chá k'k kyo no gyanbur Super High School Level Gambler Female Grand Bois Chéri Ludenberg (Pet cat)French father and German mother[1]
Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc Danganronpa : The Animation - Episode 01 Danganronpa : Trigger Happy Havoc IF ⽇語 Hekiru Shiinaen-US Marieve Herington ⽇語 Hekiru Shiinaen-US Lindsay Seidel[2]Deutsch Runa Aléon[3] A lack of adaptability... it's a lack of survival. Survival is not based on who is the strongest or the smartest. It's about who can adapt. — Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc
Celestia Ludenberg (セィベ), also known as Celeste, is a Class 78 student at Hope's Peak Academy, and a participant in the Killer School Life featured in Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc. His title is the Ultimate Gambler (超校級ブギ, Super High School Level Gambler. Story Early Life Celestia was a notorious liar - to the point of earning the nickname Queen of Liars - so it's hard to determine what, if
any, of her self-reported life before the Murder Game is a fact. According to all reports, it appears that he was given the name Taeko Yasuhiro and was born into a probable working-class family in the capital of Tochigi Prefecture, Utsunomiya, where he came to love his most famous food, gyoza. As mentioned at Danganronpa Kirigiri, Celestia had been a player for at least 3 years before becoming a student
at Hope's Peak Academy. She has defeated many well-known players, including Ryou Ooba (a former player). Celestia had a cat named Grand Bois Chéri Ludenberg whom he mourned and loved very much. She taught him to enjoy eating gyoza and made it his favorite food, an example of his close bond. Grand Bois became captive for Monokuma's first motive during The School Life of Murder, which
revealed that it meant more to Celestia than any possible living relative. Celestia hated his true self and the common world in which he was born, considering his name taeko Yasuhiro as a loser name, and so, at some point in his childhood, Celestia retired to an obsession with European royalty - particularly from the Victorian and Rococo period and European historical figures such as Marie Antoinette. To
make her life more glamorous, she took the name Celestia Ludenberg and invented a fictional story for herself in which her father was a member of the French nobility, and her mother was a member of a German family of musicians. She began to adopt a false ambiguous European accent and to use and design her own well-known lolita fashion line. His last dream in life was to possess and live in a
European castle full of handsome servants dressed as vampires, and this is what took her into the world of play in to raise the significant amount of money you would need. As an expert in lying, he became extremely successful in the underground game scene, able even to win games he had never played before simply with the strength of his ability to deceive and manipulate the other players. In Japan,
gambling is illegal and largely controlled by the Yakuza, so Celestia frequently put her life at risk by playing and defeating dangerous individuals to earn the large sums of money she was chasing, particularly as a underage child. Despite these genuinely dangerous experiences, even telling events to others was prone to exaggeration, and instead of telling the true story he would tell the stories of well-known
game fiction such as Liar Game, Akagi, and, 81diver, inserting themselves into fictional narratives as if they were real. Her rise to notoriety within the game scene brought her to the attention of Hope's Peak Academy explorer Koichi Kizakura, which led Celestia to be chosen to enroll in the 78th class as Ultimate Gambler. The reason Celestia agreed to enroll in the 78th class was the need for even more
notoriety and success so that she could quickly update her dream of becoming something like royalty. In photos recovered by Makoto, Celestia is shown playfully attacking Hifumi Yamada. Little else is revealed about his relationships with the other members of the 78th class, but it is suggested that Celestia had at least a few friends. The main article of the tragedy: Danganronpa 3: The End of Hope's Peak
High School - Despair Arc #11 During The Tragedy, Jin Kirigiri, the principal of Hope's Peak Academy, planned to seal the school building and let students live forever within the Academy. This was a misguided attempt to save humanity's final fragments of hope; Jin planned that the remaining students helped rebuild the world. Class 78 students agreed with their plan and were sealed within the academy.
Celestia was casually seen drinking tea while her classmates rushed to seal the doors. Students lived peacefully inside the building for a year without knowing that the final desperation was planning to destroy them. Killing School Life Main article: Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc Celestia was one of more than a dozen exceptional students chosen for Hope's Peak Academy Class 78. In Killing's School
Life, she and her classmates ended up trapped inside the school. Due to the cleanliness of Junko's memory, everyone was unaware that they had already spent two years together before the tragedy. When Makoto Naegi introduced himself, he immediately questioned Celestia's name and identity. She assured him that Celestia was of his real name. Makoto recalled reading an online thread describing her
as a high-risk player and expert in deception, so she remained suspicious. Soon after, students were forced to participate in the game of mutual killing. The first reason to kill were DVDs with a monokuma implying that his loved ones were in danger. Celestia's video showed that her most beloved relative was her cat, Grand Bois Chéri Ludenberg. After students discovered that there was no way to escape
Hope's Peak Academy on the first floor, Celestia sweetly suggested that they simply adapt to their new lives to prevent someone from getting hurt. Taking leadership over the group, he decreed that no one should be allowed to leave his bedroom at night, which was not specified in the student manual. Everyone agreed to comply with the Celestia rule to reduce the chances of someone being killed. After
Mukuro Ikusaba's death disguised as Junko Enoshima that Celestia insensitively declared that those unwilling to adapt deserve to die. This showed that he had no mercy for those who refused to follow school rules, and that empathy was lacking. The Child's Life of Despair After the events of the first class test, the class gathered in the dining room in the morning to design an action plan. Celestia explained
that the killing game was incredibly intricate and that the brain must be extremely powerful in creating technology as advanced as Monokuma and taking over Hope's Peak Academy. Monokuma interrupted to tell them that other areas of the school were now open for exploring, so Celestia, along with the rest of the class, began the search. However, they couldn't find a way out on the second floor. Once
again, Celestia was cold and indifferent, claiming that he enjoyed his new freedom and that the occasional class judgment was not so bad. The next morning, the class had its usual meeting in the dining room. Celestia announced that he was thirsty and demanded milk tea from Hifumi. She rushed to bring her tea, but she lost her temper when she didn't make it properly. She yelled at her that she had
added milk after the brewing process rather than during it, which was not what she preferred. Celestia forced him to do it again, and the other students were surprised by this aggressive side of his personality. After the assassination of Chihiro Fujisaki, and during the next class trial, Celestia was able to play a role in revealing Mondo Owada as the culprit, having found Chihiro in the warehouse before his
death. During his encounter, Celestia noticed that Chihiro was holding a bag with a partially dangling blue tracksuit, that he got back inside before rushing away so she couldn't notice. Kyoko Kirigiri was able to force a slip of Mondo's tongue, explaining that Chihiro had chosen a tracksuit that matched the culprits. Mondo worried and claimed to have a black tracksuit instead of Chihiro's blue tracksuit,
however, the color of Chihiro's tracksuit was not specified Celestia during his testimony and then was able to reveal after it was actually blue. Plot of Celestia After Mondo's execution, Monokuma revealed his next motive for causing another murder: 10 10 dollars in cash for those who graduated from Hope's Peak Academy. Celestia, who wanted to achieve his dream of owning a large European castle with
many male servants, saw the perfect opportunity to earn the money and escape from school. From a young age, she had bet her life on the game to earn large amounts of money that could help her achieve her dream, and although she succeeded, the amount of money she earned was not enough. When the opportunity came up. he drew up his action plan by kidnapping Alter Ego and hiding it in a locker.
He then approached Hifumi, who had attached to the AI Chihiro had made before his death, and was continually in conflict with Kiyotaka Ishimaru about who deserved to spend time with him/her more. She explained to Hifumi that Kiyotaka had physically abused her and threatened to steal Alter Ego, claiming that he had taken obscene photos of her that he could use as blackmail. She further stated that in
order to keep Alter Ego to himself, he was planning to assassinate Hifumi as well. Hifumi, believing the lie, became enraged with Kiyotaka and was manipulated to help Celestia's plot escape from school. Once Hifumi became convinced, the two began to conspire. Celestia and Hifumi were able to trick Yasuhiro Hagakure into reaching rec's room and then were able to force him unconscious with
chloroform. Once unconscious, they put him in the costume of Robo Justice, a large robotic model made of cardboard, which Hifumi had made in order to cover any face and body person as Celestia had specified, Hifumi then positioned himself to look as if he were being attacked by Robo Justice and Celestia began taking photos on a digital camera in order to prove this as fact and suspicion about
Yasuhiro. Once Yasuhiro had no more use, he was put in the pool of the billiard room to be discovered by the students later. The next phase of the plan was to assassinate Kiyotaka, who was lured into the team room via a fake note made by Celestia explaining that he may have discovered an exit to the school. Hifumi then, using the 4 of four Hammers of Justice made painted art room mallees, killed
Kiyotaka with a fatal blow to the head, and left the 4th Hammer of Justice at the crime scene. Hifumi and Celestia then pretend to be attacked by Robo Justice with Judge Hammer 1 (in the recreation room) and Justice Hammer 2 (in the library). Soon after, Hifumi faked another attack with Judge Hammer 3 at the Nurses' Office, resulting in his alleged death. He was able to fake his death by covering
himself with transfusion blood from the nurse's office and lying on the floor. The class presumes he is dead because the announcement of body discovery sounded however this was only for class members who discover Kiyotaka's body. Previously planned cry of Celestia allowed Hifumi to escape from the Nurse's office because the attention moved away from him, giving time to Kiyotaka's body to the Art
Room with a doll. The class, being notified that Hifumi had disappeared, went to the nurse's office once again, meaning Hifumi could move freely on the third floor. Once Hifumi had moved Kiyotaka's body, Celestia met him in the Art Room to discuss his action plan below. Celestia had convinced Hifumi that he was planning to kill someone to eliminate suspicions about him, however, this was yet another
lie, and his meeting in the Art Room ended in Hifumi's death. While celebrating his success, Celestia attacked him with a normal Deck from the Repository and left him for dead after hitting him in the head, joining the rest of his class. Destiny of your kind. was found in his room. Hifumi's dying words also said Yasuhiro was the one who had attacked him. However, despite this incriminating evidence, Makoto
was not so easy to convince, and, with the help of Kyoko Kirigiri and Byakuya Togami, was able to reveal the culprit due to two important factors: Celestia had often been the only one to see Robo Justice's movements, as when he attacked her with one of the hammers of Justice , when he saw him heading to the second floor and when he let out a scream to take the students to the physics lab on the 3rd
floor. It was at that time it became clear that Celestia had manipulated the situation in order to allow his accomplice, Hifumi, to move freely and put his plan into action. His cry on the third floor drove the class away from Hifumi's position, allowing him to scream from the nurse's office and fake his death, meaning that the class was divided into two groups, which Celestia he he had suggested. Once Makoto,
Aoi Asahina and Celestia had discovered Hifumi's alleged body, Aoi felt sick and was taken to the bathroom by Celestia while Makoto left to tell the others on the third floor that they had discovered Kiyotaka's body that Hifumi was dead. This gave Hifumi a chance to leave the Nurse's office and wait for the class to return from the third floor before leaving for the physics lab where he could move Kiyotaka's
body. When Byakuya and Sakura Ogami had returned to the nurses' office, Celestia declared that the killer was having fun, seeing the class helpless and that they would be picked up one by one, just like those guys. This slip of tongue showed that Celestia knew about Kiyotaka's murder beforehand, as he mentioned two people. and referred to both as males. Celestia tried to convince the class that Robo
Justice had a hand in the murders in order to remove his suspicions, referring to the photo he took of Hifumi being dragged. However, the suit itself did not move in waist which means it was impossible that he could have dragged Hifumi away, rather he was balanced on his back. This showed that Celestia and Hifumi had partnered when taking part in the murders. At this point Celestia had changed from
being polite, presenting unusually rude mannerisms. Celestia reiterated Hifumi's dying words where he referred to Yasuhiro as his killer. However, Makoto was not yet convinced that Hifumi was mentioning Yasuhiro, as Hifumi always referred to those around him with his surname. While the name Hifumi mentioned did not fit anyone else's description, Makoto asked Celestia to reveal his e-Handbook profile,
which he could not do. He eventually admitted to murdering Hifumi and involving him in his plan to make the case much harder to build. Monokuma revealed that his real name is Taeko Yasuhiro (安広 多恵), after his guilty verdict. Celestia showed no remorse for the deaths of Hifumi or Kiyotaka as she stated that following her dream to the end was the most important thing. Aoi and Yasuhiro didn't
understand why she wanted to commit murder when she was the one who preached having to adapt to their new lives. However, Celestia admitted that she wanted to leave the Academy more than anyone else and that she was simply lying, this was because she could never achieve her dream if she had to be trapped at Hope's Peak Academy forever. She stated that she wanted to die gracefully and be
reincarnated as Marie Antoinette, without fear of being executed however Makoto saw through her smile and realized that she was indeed afraid, despite her natural facade in deceiving her own emotions. Before being executed, Celestia approached Kyoko for one last goodbye, giving her the key to the locker in which Alter Ego had hidden and claiming that she was not sure what kind of hope she might
have given them. He then fell farewell to his classmates, voluntarily accepting his execution. Celestia is executed for standing in front of a large crowd of Monokuma, standing in a large pile of flammable wood. His execution, The Burning of the Witch of Versailles, shares the same similarities to that of a witch hunt, something that seems to be preferred by Celestia given his love of Gothic. A Monokuma lights
up the flammable wood with a burning torch causing the fire to spread and surround Celestia, his choice not to run. However, while the fire is wrapped around her, a fire truck appears from a distance and mounts a ramp in order to crash into it and kill her instantly. Post-Killing School Life Makoto's Hallucination Main Article: Danganronpa 3: The End of Hope's Peak High School - Future Arc #11 Celestia is
seen with his classmates who died in Makoto's hallucination. Celestia is later seen on fire while next to her other deceased Sakura and Hifumi as all the deceased in Class 78 become what they looked like when they died during the school life of killing. The basic design of The Creation and Development of Celestia Celestia experiencing a drastic change between DETRUST and Danganronpa: Trigger
Happy Havoc, most of Celestia's developing art examples show off her usual Gothic lolita-style attire, always being Gothic-Lolita from the planning stages. Character designer Rui Komatsuzaki has a personal interest in goth-lolita fashion, so the design advanced to its final stage without much deviation. However, Celestia was a nuisance to draw due to the many drip-lolita-style ornaments and ornaments,
as well as its clip-on twin tails. Her designed outfit consists of the same black jacket, white blouse with a long knit collar with white ribbons on her hair. However, different styles of her hair were tested from her two large two-hole ponytails. Versions that include shorter ponytails, her hair without clip-ons, her hair consists of ponytails however much less curly and lagging ponytails. Her uniform remained almost
unchanged, however, the changes between DISTRUST and Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc included what were originally red ribbons on her hair rather than white, including a red ribbon placed on her blouse that was later replaced by a white ribbon with a red tie underneath. It was also originally designed to wear cross-like earrings that related to his love of Gothic, however, this became simple gold
spherical earrings. His knee-high socks were originally black to white stripes, however, the final design instead kept the socks completely black with white ruffles in the opening. Her body was originally designed to be of a much thinner construction with a much softer-looking face that resembles a more realistic appearance of a doll, Celestia was made to look more like a doll than the other characters, so the
saturation of her skin was significantly reduced. You can tell it's relatively high because it's medium-height, but it wears high heels. It was also designed with a crown, related to her desire to own a castle and be royalty, with another design of her holding a rabbit mannequin doll, again representing her love of Gothic. Name of Celestia's name in the Japanese release, セィベ is Romanized as Seresutia R-
deberuku, making the original anglicanized version Celestia Ludenberck. The name Celestia is a given name of Latin origin that means heaven, unsurprisingly, Celestia chose this name to represent its good decline. Celestia's self-style surname, Ludenberg, is probably a combination of the Latin verb ludere, which means to play, with the common suffix for surnames of German or Dutch origin -berg,
meaning mountain, making the surname Celestia consistent with both its title and its false claim that it is of ancestry While Celestia is her full fake name, she also doesn't mind being referred to as Celes by other characters in the Japanese version of the game, while in the location the characters call her Celeste. It could also be that Celestia Celestia's surname a combination of the surnames Erich
Ludendorff and Paul Von Hindenburg, both men of German descent to which Celestia he aspired. Celestia's invented surname also matches the name of a district of Dusseldorf, as well as being appropriate to his false claims of German descent. It is clear that the surname Ludenberg is of heavy German descent. The Chinese transliteration of its name is 賽蕾絲蒂亞-魯丹⾙洛克 (S'iis-Lǔdānbèiluòkè). Some
of the characters present in the transliteration have some interesting meanings that relate to the appearance and talent of Celestia. 賽 means competition, contest, which refers to your talent in the game and what a type contest looks like. 丹 means red, which might be referencing the color of Celestia's eyes. ⾙ means seashell in modern Chinese, but in classic Chinese, b'i was a word meaning money,
currency, since shells were used as currency in ancient China. This meaning of money relates to gambling, which is playing gambling for financial gains. Celestia's real name, Taeko (多恵), means more or less many miracles, so it is appropriate for Celestia, who considers his fate extraordinary and even admits at one point that his great success as a player is partly due to great luck. Celestia's real
surname, Yasuhiro (安広), means literally quiet and spacious. She could also hint at an unfortunate background, as another meaning for the 安 character is cheap or low, which makes it very clear why Celestia, who strives to appear as a cultured woman, claimed to be the daughter of a European aristocrat (clearly a lie), as she is ashamed of her surname and her depiction of her character. In DISTRUST,
his name was S. Rudenburg. It is not known exactly what the S means, but it is likely that Selestia or Serestia, after the Romanization of Ludenberg to Rudenberg. Alternate Destination The following section is based on non-localized content only available in Japanese. As such, this information is based on the translation provided by fans. The Danganronpa 3 box set included a feature detailing an
alternative Danganronpa ending called Danganronpa Another End that eventually never left the development phase. In this finale, all students escape, at the cost of giving up their talent forever. In the end of Celestia, while she is discouraged from losing her quick and easy way to make money through the game, she now wants to sell her own handmade clothes, presumably luxury material, as she wants
to sell these garments at an expensive price to make them with her love. Celestia also escapes live from Hope's Peak, with the rest of her classmates, in the novel Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc IF. Appearance At the beginning of killing school life in Danganronpa: Happy Havoc, Celestia appears to be a young high school-age teenager, but due to memory loss, she is two years older than she
thought. He wears a white cord with white ribbons and has black black in two large double-drill ponytails. However, these are clip-ons evidenced in the event that girls bathe in Chapter 3, as seen without them. It has pale skin, red eyes and golden spherical earrings that have an image depicting the cross engraved on them with a red gem placed in the center in each. It also has long black nails. Celestia
wears a lolita-style gothic attire, consisting of a white blouse with a long knit collar, a white ribbon tied around her neck, a black jacket that includes white ribbon tied by the sleeves, fastened by a simple white ribbon on her chest to reveal her red tie (consisting of a layered butterfly pattern on top of several spears with skulls attached to her) and the waist of her skirt) , which is of many levels and features
white lace. Celestia wears knee-level stockings trimmed in ladder lace, dark red mary janes with a thick heel held on her feet by three gray buckles, a white lace headband and a silver ring with Gunmetal plate (reminiscent of a Gunmetal Armour ring designed by Vivienne Westwood) layered in sections overlaid on her index finger. During her school years, she wore dark-colored panties. The tul lace is of
real quality, giving the distinctive atmosphere of a queen. Supposedly a C-level human can't bear to look at them, probably due to the fact that she considers them a lower status even of her fine clothes. Personality As an experienced player, Celestia appears collected, cold and cunning by nature. She possesses the ability to manipulate others to make her orders and can lie with a straight face, this is
shown when she is able to manipulate Hifumi to make her real milk tea and even more be her accomplice during Chapter 3. She is quite intelligent, referencing various aspects of game theory such as the prisoner's dilemma or zero-sum play, and her manipulation and coertion skills are shown in Chapter 3, being able to deceive most students, including Byakuya until class judgment. Her intelligence is also
shown in previous cases in which she, along with Kyoko, Byakuya and Makoto are the ones who raise crucial points and is also able to keep up with the Byakuya and Kyoko train of thought during testing as well. Celestia is a very ambitious person, as she declared that she will do everything necessary to win, and is ready to go as far as murdering someone or manipulating others in cold blood. She is
extremely selfish and values her life over the lives of others, stating that she has no problem sacrificing others to save herself. She is also very proud, refusing to surrender no matter how far she is pushed, as long as the chance of victories remains. Celestia adaptability to be the key to survival, rather than strength or intellect, and acts on this by establishing measures such as the night curfew voluntarily
imposed to protect other students, as well as herself, from potential killers during the Murderous School Life. Killer. he often reminds others to obey the curfew and often gets upset when people like Byakuya Togami violate the curfew, showing their authoritative nature and command. After Chihiro's death, she coldly comments that people who disobey the rules pay the price. Actually, she was lying about
having to adapt and more than anyone wanted to leave school, showing how easy it is for her to hide her emotions. His Mannerisms are strict, refined and his pampered nature emphasizes this because of his aspiration to be like European royalty. He even has a habit of classifying men between rank A and rank F, supposedly to prove who is worthy to be one of his servants. She despises her true self, as
she does not like ordinary and common things and considers her true identity and name to be one of a loser. Celestia speaks softly and often smiles in order to imitate Victorian mannerisms and etiquette like a lady. She usually uses polite language every time she talks to others, but her short temperament appears when something doesn't go as well as she expects, as when Hifumi doesn't make her real
milk tea the way she likes it. Another example is during the third class trial, when she accused of being blackened, Celestia quickly lost her composure after being charged with murder. He shouted and denied accusations towards her with unusually rude mannerisms, often using vulgar language. To continue maintaining his Western masquerade, Celestia often does things like use the Japanese
transliteration of the English player (ギブ), rather than the Japanese term sh-bushi (勝負師) and claim that his parents are of European descent. As the Queen of Liars, Celestia stated that she can even deceive her own emotions, but this does not seem to be quite the case. She seems to lack empathy and claims that she feels no guilt for the nefarious acts she committed in the underworld of gambling,
although like most things related to her the truth of this is in question. Despite her status as an accomplished liar, before being executed she presented a smile, but Makoto was still able to recognize her fear inside. Celestia has a habit of deceiving her own emotions and therefore even in defeat always maintains a constant balance. Ultimate Gambler Talents and Skills At an early age, she became a player
and won countless games, even those at stake in her own life, but was able to win independently. She claims during a King of Liars game, she spilled tea on her favorite dress and had to finish the game quickly to take her to the dry cleaners. He once even managed to accumulate more than ten million dollars. He also won a Shogi tournament despite not really knowing how to play the game. Though her
poker face helped, she claims that the secret of her is the luck with which he was born. She was known for stealing from anyone who challenged her from all her money and won the title of Queen of Liars. She continued to earn money for her main goal in life -- to live the rest of her days in luxury in a Luxury European castle with servants of handsome man from all over the world dressed as vampires. In
other languages celestia's talent as it appears in official translations of Danganronpa's material. Translation of Language Talent ⽇語 超校級 Japanese ギブブ, Super High School Level Player (台灣) Chinese (Trad) 超校級的賭徒 Super High School Level Gambler* Chinese (Simp) 台灣 Chinese (Simp) 超校級的 Chinese (Simp) 台灣 Chinese (Simp) Simp) 台灣 Chinese (Simp) 超校級的 Chinese (Simp) 台灣
Chinese (Simp) 超校级的 台灣 Chinese (Simp) 台灣 Chinese (Simp) 超校級的 Chinese (Simp) 台灣 Chinese 台灣 &lt;9&gt; 赌徒 Super High School Level Gambler * French La Joueuse Ultime Ultimate Player * German Deutsch Super-Zockerin Super-Gambler * Italian Italian Italian Super Scommettitrice Liceale Super High School Level Gambler * Spanish Super High School Student Level: Student Level Of
Super High School Player: Student Level Of Super High School Player: Student Level Of Super High School Player: Student Level of The Super High School Player : Player * Polish Polski Super Hazardzistka Super Gambler * Queen of Liars She was known for stealing from anyone who challenged her. , participate in life-threatening gambling tournaments and have the ability to lie when faced with difficult
matches. Celestia is able to lie easily about her character, convincing those around her that her real name is Celestia Ludenberg while referencing various manga stories when it comes to her play exploits. He is also able to lie about his line of offspring, although apparently originally from Japan, claims to be of German and French origin and was able to lie about his parents' associated ancestry. While
Makoto suspected she was lying, she was very convincing in manipulating Hifumi to make him real milk tea and murder Kiyotaka, lying that he had abused and threatening to steal Alter Ego. Celestia is able to manipulate situations in his favor using Robo Justice as an object to convince everyone of Yasuhiro's alleged deception. It is only during the class test that students begin to unravel the truth of
Celestia's complicated plan that was successful through a number of planned complexities. Celestia explained to Makoto during his free time events that he once participated in a game fight without understanding the rules of the game, however, he was still able to outperform his opponent, presenting his quick thinking and intelligence under pressure. Relationship family: Grand Bois Chéri Ludenberg Grand
Bois Chéri Ludenberg is Celestia's pet cat. She enjoyed her company and looked at him, and chances are she was planning to have him with her in her dream mansion. The Great Bois Chéri was also the Captive of Celestia and closer to it than anyone else. This implies that she did not care about people, including possible blood family. Class 78: The relationship of Hifumi Yamada Hifumi and Celestia
consists mainly of her commanding and using him as her servant. A good example of this is when Hifumi makes Celestia tea, only for her to discard the cup to the ground, claiming that she only drinks real milk tea. This is taken more later when Celestia manipulates him to assassinate Kiyotaka with the premise of escaping the academy next to her, using a alter Ego in Kioytaka's room to provoke Hifumi's
wrath; however, he subsequently betrays him by murdering him in a similar way, and then incriminating Yasuhiro. Shortly after Celestia and Hifumi's death, the survivors found a photo of the two and Sayaka together. In it, Celestia appears to be angry with Hifumi, indicating that their relationship was the same during her time in high school. However, it appears to be of a friendlier and playful nature, as
Hifumi is amused by Celestia's reaction rather than fear, this is different from Hifumi's reactions to Celestia's harassment and manipulation during the school life of murder. This shows that they may have had a friendship during high school at Hope's Peak Academy. During Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony's non-canonical bonus mode, when Kokichi Oma lies to Celestia that Hifumi inflated and exploded
like a balloon, he barely reacts and only finds it uncomfortable because he makes his tea. She knows Kokichi is lying, but the situation probably reflects how little she really cares about Hifumi. Makoto Naegi Celestia seemed to be quite fond of Makoto and was curious to see if his luck as Ultimate Lucky Student could beat his own luck as Ultimate Gambler. When she does her personal ranking, she ranked
him with C-rank, which is higher than any of her classmates. While Makoto considers Celestia a friend, she is intimidated by her luck and is afraid of her alternative personality when she becomes aggressive. Nor does he know whether to believe if anyone outside F-Rank that Celestia would kill them personally, given their hatred of unreedest interesting people. Makoto is the only person in the class who is
not convinced of Celestia's lie, without believing that his name or ancestry is real. During his free time events together, Celestia opened up a little to his past childhood and stated that he originated in Japan and liked gyoza food, something Makoto was more inclined to believe. Celestia likely revealed a small amount of her real being because she began to rely much more on Makoto as a friend and at the
end of her Free Time Events, she told Makoto that she was eligible to be her personal bodyguard, her knight. Makoto stated that he would think about it, that Celestia was angry, probably wanting him to agree at that time and there. Yasuhiro Hagakure During Killing's school life, Celestia planned to frame Yasuhiro to escape the school. The reason is because Yasuhiro was the stupidest student in Celestia's
mind, claiming he sympathized with Yasuhiro's parents for having to put up with a son like him. Yasuhiro, in Celestia's mind, was likely to be classified below D-Rank, as he was so willing to condemn him to murder without remorse. However, while clearly seeing it as insignificant she and her own dreams, when Celestia declared that she wanted to be reincarnated as Marie Antoinette, Yasuhiro comically
remarked that she would only die again, causing Celestia to laugh for her finale Although she may still have disliked Yasuhiro, she may have thought it less insignificant if she had taken the time to meet him. Kiyotaka Ishimaru During Killing's school life, Celestia had a plan to manipulate Hifumi into killing Kiyotaka as she was upset with him and Hifumi for fighting for Alter Ego and saw her negative feelings
for each other as an opportunity for her to escape. Celestia lied to Hifumi that Kiyotaka stole Alter Ego and also lied about how Kiyotaka abused and threatened her, these largely shocking accusations show that Celestia and Kiyotaka had no friendship, as she easily manipulated Hifumi to kill Kiyotaka and showed no remorse for his death. She put her own dreams above Kiyotaka's own life, proving that he
was not shocking in her as a person in any way. In bonus mode, she and Kiyotaka regularly play shogi, with Celestia usually winning and making Kiyotaka get their tea from the cafeteria. Then he decides to hit her. When Kiyotaka joins her, she says it's luck, but he insists it's hard work. He later boasts of his dream world and Celestia bets against him. Free Time Events &amp; Bonus Mode Guides The links
below are complete transcripts and detailed guides for Celestia Ludenberg relationship paths in Free Time Events, School Mode and Ultimate Talent Development Plan, including your MonoMono Machine Present preferences and the most effective dialogue options. Free Time Events School Mode Ultimate TalentDevelopment Plan Quotes Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc Prologue: Maybe, but it can
be good to at least find out who we all are before delving into the bigger problems here. I mean, how are we supposed to talk to each other if we don't know each other's names? I don't think we've been introduced. I'm Celestia Ludenberg. Ludenberg. That's my name. But if you don't mind, I'd rather you called me Celeste. Heh-heh. I don't know what you're talking about. Celestia Ludenberg *is* my real
name. But as I mentioned, I'd rather you called me Celeste. I hope to get to know you better. Heh-heh-heh... Chapter 1: Honestly, we're not exactly the guys to go running around a school like a junior detective joke. (About Toko and Hifumi) I'm just happy, that's all. Looks like splitting up to investigate was a good idea, after all. Huh? Isn't it clear to you what's going on? It is perfectly obvious that we have
been imprisoned somewhere secret, dead end. All we can do is adapt. Adapt to living our lives here from now on. Lack of adaptability... it's a lack of survival. Survival is not based on who is the strongest or the smartest. It's about who can adapt. As someone who has come out on top more than once, I have a As things stand now, every time night comes we'll all start to worry and anxious. We'll all be afraid
that someone will try to come and kill us. If we have to worry about that after night for who knows how long, it will wear us down in no time. However, unlike the other rules, no one can be forced to comply. We all have to agree to follow him. If you can't stop you from showing weakness in front of others... Die. I'm not kidding. Adaptability is survival. Didn't I say that? So you'd better hurry up and adapt to
your new life here. In other words, fear of invisible betrayal becomes the greatest enemy of stability. It's amazing what some people are capable of. Continuing to think and talk about the deceased is certainly not going to help at all. How many times have I told you? Anyone who can't adapt... Die. Death is all that awaits those who cannot or are unwilling to adapt. If that happens, it's all you're to blame. Your
meaningless words tire me out. Please stop wasting your time. You had any number of chances to stop what you were doing. But you chose not to. Isn't it because you had a cloudless intention of committing murder? Chapter 2: Everything has been planned down to the last unbearable detail. This isn't your psycho's job every day. Challenging them can be too big a risk... Whatever else is going on, I must
admit that things have become much more comfortable for us. If things go on like this, the class's occasional judgment may not be so sad. A true gentleman will respect our space, okay? If any man and a woman decided to share a room, there would be nothing to stop them. There's nothing I hate more than putting water on my face. Now, now. There's no point in taking away your anger. Adaptation is the
key, okay? For now, everyone should find a way to enjoy our current situation. Adding milk or lemon just before drinking is like using your chips in ketchup, mere seasonings! It takes more time to prepare, no doubt, but why even bother creating a menu if you won't offer the highest level of quality!? It doesn't matter. Hurry up and get me what I asked for, you pig! Hmm. I love coertion. Until my thirst is
satisfied, I don't feel like doing anything. If you're in a hurry, don't hesitate to motivate Hifumi to move faster. He's right. It's a zero-sum game. It's part of the game theory, a mathematical model. In game theory, what we're going through now is called a zero-sum game. In this type of game, for one person to win something, another must necessarily lose something. In other words, it is a situation in which
participants must compete for their position or resources. Entrance exams, sports tournaments, job offers: most social interactions fall into this category. Everyone must fight to get something that is limited. For you to succeed, someone else must fail. This also applies to school to which we have been subjected here. In this case... ... our limited resource is that only one of us can successfully become the
blackened one. That's why adaptation is so crucial. If those who want to want were going to disappear, there would be no reason to keep playing the game. Sounds like you don't even recognize the possibility that you might lose, am I right? You don't talk like everyone else. Exactly what you'd expect from heir Togami apparent. Don't bother arguing with him. For him, the concept of losing simply does not
exist. After all, he is the last tributary, a child raised to succeed from the day he was born. He considers victory his destiny, and has lived his life accordingly. Trials and challenges are mere ways to emerge victorious. Even if it's a life-or-death situation. ... isn't it, Byakuya? It's because I'm the same as you. The games are meant to be won. How can you be so cold? You're like a piece of rock candy. Do you
think so? It seems to be simply him showing his passion ... ... towards producing this killing game. I said I don't want to talk about it, human bag of lard! We don't have time to be here. We must begin our investigation into the suite. If we don't solve the mystery of who killed Chihiro... ... then we will follow her quickly in the afterlife. If I hadn't broken our rule, none of this would have happened... You get what
you deserve, I guess. The rest of you had no idea, did you? That's why you're all making such ugly noises. And yet this one seems to be broken. Like Leon's, sitting useless in the main room. For all your confidence, that's a remarkably high failure rate. Chapter 3: We simply have to get the best out of the best aspects: do everything we can to get along and live here together in peace. Forget the outside
world and accept this new life. That's the only hope we have now. Here we have all the comforts. We have food, clothes, all our needs are met. Why are you dissatisfied? In fact, let me ask you this? What are you looking for from the outside world? Competition, discrimination, victimization and violence... As society grows, so does its perversion. In which case, it is not our current situation—The master
mind places such a desire to base on its behalf, bowing it to its will. Hmm... There may be a discovery waiting for us to further enrich our lives here. Living here would be much better if I could add some new problems from time to time. That's disappointing. It's pretty unfortunate about magazines, but still... I think our lives will get significantly better thanks to this little hiding place. There's * good news. You
have to be on the 3rd floor of a recreation room! I have no doubt that our student life here will be even more enjoyable because of it. Will anyone ever join me in an Othello game? It varies from person to person, but every time someone lies, they tend to have a way to show it. It's called counting, something you can't hide, a lot you try. Every time Hina lies, the tip of her nose becomes a little longer. Hmhm. If
you are lie, at least try to lie convincingly. Let's hurry up and check the locker. The sooner we do that, the sooner we'll put this ridiculous story to rest. It's a simple computer program. He has no feelings*. Getting the chance to stretch and relax after all this time was a real pleasure. Personally, I've earned over a million dollars from my gambling efforts. My life is... Comfortable. For people injured as tight as he
is, when you break, you squeeze hard. Stop being vulgar. Let's have breakfast. What good are you if you're too tired? You'll be much more effective after a good night's sleep. You don't have any tears, do you? There's no blood in the veins, no calcium in the bones. At least you have your meat... There's no shame in making a mistake. Nobody expects much from you, anyway. We've all accepted the fact
that you rarely understand what's going on around you. Oh, so I'm not the suspicious individual, am I? Hmhmhm. I really hate this kind of joke... The idea that I'd choose to spend any amount of time interacting with him... that he'd go within ten feet of those damn brains! That fucking lazy, worthless idiot! Ahem, sorry-moi. Don't make me laugh, you idiot! What do you mean, checkmate? What the hell are you
talking about! I'll burn you alive! To think that you would take your false accusations so far... I don't know whether to laugh or spit... come on! Enough of your idiot! Yasuhiro is the name of a loser! Do I look like a loser to you? Not bad!? Doooo I!? What!? I think I've earned the right to be a little on edge! Even when I'm put in control, it's my nature not to give up. Because... Because, because... because
because—! Until the game is over, you never know what can happen! Me... lost? Lost...!? When was the last time... was I forced to utter those words? They hang heavy around my neck... Hm. Heh... Listen to yourself, trying to take care of it. As if you were my private instructor... I, Celestia Ludenberg—actually, don't... Taeko Yasuhiro is fine... I'm the kind of person, once I've lost, I don't like things to go on.
All right, Monokuma. I'm ready to go. Or, no... I guess this is the end, right? Lost... Well, that sucks. I guess trying to work with someone else was a mistake, after all. Hifumi's ineptitude was beyond all my calculations. It was amazing how completely he bought it. Hmhm... I can't express how nice it was. Hifumi agreed without thinking twice. Hmhm. The effect that the article had on him was... Remarkable.
The power of love... Even a love as twisted as that can still drive people crazy, it would seem. (About his obsession with Alter Ego) Because you're stupid. And in that sense, I made the right decision. I'm glad your stupidity has exceeded all my expectations. Life must have been hard for your parents, without I just matched the lie to the opponent's level. In fact, Hifumi ate it. He believed that the lie
wholeheartedly, until moment of his death. That's not a problem. I just did everything in my power to win. No, it derives your pleasure from the thrill of hunting. In that respect, we're nothing like it. From the moment our new life began here, my only thought has been to escape. Obviously that was a lie! I couldn't stand it! I hated him from day one! More than anyone else in here! I wanted to get out! Every day
was a new torture! And you want to know why? Uh!? Because... I had a dream. And accepting a life here would have meant nothing less than giving up my dream forever. And there was no way... that I could do that. In the underground world of gambling, I risked my life to do a metaphorical murder. And it was all about that dream... Living in a European castle. And gather handsome men from all over the
world to serve as my butlers-cut-bodyguards. I was going to make them dress like vampires and meet all my needs. Once I got it, I would have created a perfectly aesthetic world of decadence... Living the rest of my life was my only dream, my only goal... that's what life is all about! Combined with my own earnings, Monokuma's ten million dollars would have made that dream come true. I got straight to the
edge, but... Unfortunately, my dream has been scattered in the wind. Still, I don't regret it. I chased my dream to the end, so why would I? Are you asking me to feel guilty? It's a futile effort. I don't think about sacrificing others for my own ends. I don't feel anything. That's all there is for me. That's what makes me... Full. Isn't it scary how different our values are? There's just no room for understanding. Hmph.
My ability to lie is unrivalled, and I'm proud of that. It's not just about other people, I can even fool my own emotions. The conscious deceives the unconscious. That's right. I'm not afraid of death. Kill me any way you want. But you know, if I could be reincarnated... If I had a choice, then... ... I think I'd like to go back as Marie Antoinette. Hmhm. Hehe... hehehe. Will it really give you the hope you're looking
for? I can't say I saw it that way... That's why... Actually, it's not important. Well, then... Be careful, everyone. Maybe we'll meet again, in another life. Danganronpa: The Animation Episode 07: You two are really cold, insensitive and in urgent need of calcium. I'm not such a poor loser that I'll fight even after the declaration of my defeat. It's my dream to live in a Western castle. It's my dream, my goal and my



measure of success to spend the rest of my days in a place like this! I risked my life betting on high stakes in the underworld... all for that dream! As you're talking about lying, I'm proud to say I'm pretty high-end. Not only can I deceive others, but I can also deceive my Heart. If ever reborn, I'm sure I'll come back as Marie Antoinette: Well, then I hope you take care of yourself. Let's meet and meet our next
lives. Free time events: Whatever the game, you must have a mind for strategy. This will allow you to increase your chances of winning. However, the exciting part of the game is that there is power that can overwhelm any strategy. That power is... Luck. There are only two types of luck: good and bad. There's nothing in between. And that luck is incorporated into every human being at the time of
conception. Like a computer program. Some call it destiny. The bottom line is that luck is life. Right. See. I was programmed to have good luck when it comes to gambling. That's why I've never lost. No matter how many times I hear it, I never get tired of hearing my own name. Isn't he so splendidly charming? You may be surprised to learn that I absolutely love gyoza. I love his stench, his base vulgarity.
We'll never get out of here. How long are you going to continue this ridiculous? You should give up. If you don't, it can only lead to murder... School Mode: But it seems that our best option is to adapt calmly to this new situation. If this really is something Hope's Peak has put together for us, then I'm fine with that. If that's *no* the case, and El Pico de La Esperanza has been taken by some other force ... ... it
would be better not to blindly oppose them. Hmhmhm. My intuition is very strong today, and you're telling me this will be a wonderful day. I don't feel like doing this anymore. Frankly, I'm sick of all this effort. Good food helps expand the soul. Interesting... The definition of interesting changes from person to person. So the word itself is something of a fraud. Moments like this show that has been bred to
recognize real value from an early age. It can be useful for me to elevate you to a certain level of culture and sophistication. A locked young woman lends hes hes her way to reading; reading lends itself to a locked-up young woman. It's a very powerful image, isn't it? Keep your hands off me, brute! I didn't give him permission to come looking after me! The fact that it automatically associates the library with
the study reveals its intellectual level. When I can already see the victory as soon as the challenge is placed, the bets simply mess things up. There's not a single game here where you and I could be the same. Of course, there is no game in the whole *world* in which you and I would be the same... Set your expectations too high, and there's a very good chance you'll be disappointed. A person can spend
his whole life without understanding the true nature of plants like these. And yet people still show grace and make an effort to take care of them. If you were a plant, what kind of life would you want to lead? Or are you worried about what those around you think? Don't worry about them. As long as we're satisfied with how we spend our time, that's all that matters. Please account while you're holding me
company. I must say, it was incredibly boring. Do you always waste waste time like this. Positively sinful... Please try not to commit any more crimes. You've been waiting for your chance to strike, I see. Terrible... Your guy doesn't live long, you know. And yet... Oh? So you give up before you start? But you're really a C-rank. You may not be confident, but that's nothing to be ashamed of. Ultimate Talent
Development Plan: I don't care how people perceive me... I think it's me and that's how I live. It's fun to win. Still, I have no intention of losing when it comes to gambling. It's unfortunate, but luck really outweighs the effort. Even if I play with my eyes closed, I'd keep winning. Even if you're a beginner, if you have Lady Luck by your side, it's still possible to win. I'm a professional player... I make a living from
other people's lies. So my heart can't be shaken by lies. Unlike you, who claims to hate them. Luck controls life. It's a terrifying force that can't be fully understood. If it's with me... the thrill of battle is the real reward. Luck comes in waves... If you keep challenging me, you might have a tie with me at least once. For example... like a computer glitch that appears only once ten thousand times. If you're as lucky
as I am, a victory can't be shaken by some waves... Looks like today might be your lucky day, Taka. Merchandise Appearances List The following link lists all official merchandise licensed with Celestia Ludenberg: Main: Celestia Ludenberg Merchandise Trivia In some free time events, Celestia makes references to some game-themed manga series: She claims she played mahjong against a crazy rich old
man and a silver-haired boy, referencing the Akagi manga series. He won a shogi tournament against an unusual maiden, referencing the 81diver manga series. She claims that the most dangerous situation she found herself in was in a game of The Liar King, in which she played against an unusual couple consisting of a foolishly honest girl and a con artist teacher, referencing the manga/drama series Liar
Game. In Danganronpa V3 non-canonical bonus mode, Ultimate Talent Development Plan, Celestia challenged Makoto and Nagito Komaeda to make mahjong to prove their luck. He then suggested that they added the director, Jin Kirigiri, to even things out. This is probably a reference to an official Danganronpa 1.2 Reload art where the same event occurred. In a series of tweets from Kazutaka Kodaka
on Valentine's Day in February 2013, he tweeted in the character as several of Danganronpa's cast, including Celestia. [4] The tweet translates into this: Oh my. Did you really tell yourself? Ehehehe. You should learn not to trust others so much, even though it's too late. [5] Appearances in other media references
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